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Eastern Europe and the West
1992-12-13
this book explores the rich and complex relationship between
eastern europe and the west in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries hans henning hahn robert berry and frank
thackeray elucidate polish emigre diplomacy in the partition
years thomas sakmyster reveals the british contribution to
the establishment of the horthy regime in hungary peter
pastor chronicles the fate of the hungarian community in
wartime britain and gyula juhasz and peter hidas investigate
the activities of hungarian diplomats in the second world war
bernd fischer looks at the role of british intelligence in
albania in the second world war while osvaldo croci
investigates the diplomatic return of trieste to italy in 1953
lech trzeciakowski john kulczycki and adam walaszek discuss
the experiences of polish miners in germany german settlers
in poland and polish returnees from the usa robert blobaum
reinterprets the polish marxists policy towards the polish
question and richard lewis reviews the fate of polish
historians under marxism alan foster analyzes the sympathy
of the times and the beaverbrook press for the soviet union
in the interwar period and paul latawski scrutinises the
idiosyncratic views of sir lewis namier on poland and
czechoslovakia

The Polish Crisis and Relations with



Eastern Europe, 1979-1982
2017-03-16
this volume presents a collection of diplomatic documents
describing britain s relations with eastern europe from 1979
to 1982 with special focus on the crisis in poland after
coming to power in 1979 the conservative government of
margaret thatcher reaffirmed a policy of differentiation
between the soviet union and the rest of eastern europe and
between individual countries concurrently it encouraged
states to exercise a limited amount of independence this
policy was soon put to the test when in 1980 solidarność the
solidarity trade union led by lech wałęsa challenged the
power of the party state in poland political demands social
unrest and economic crisis culminated in the imposition of
martial law in december 1981 finally suspended in december
1982 the volume maps the uk response in consultation with
western partners to the unfolding crisis in poland the threat
of soviet intervention and the impact on other communist
states in europe the volume also provides a flavour of
bilateral uk relations with albania bulgaria czechoslovakia
the german democratic republic hungary romania and
yugoslavia highlighting themes such as human rights and
trade this volume will be of great interest to students of
british politics eastern european politics cold war history
diplomacy studies and international relations in general

Documentary Sources in Ancient



Near Eastern and Greco-Roman
Economic History 2014-08-31
this volume breaks new ground in approaching the ancient
economy by bringing together documentary sources from
mesopotamia and the greco roman world addressing textual
corpora that have traditionally been studied separately the
collected papers overturn the conventional view of a
fundamental divide between the economic institutions of
these two regions the premise is that while controlling for
differences texts from either cultural setting can be brought
to bear on the other and can shed light through their use as
proxy data on such questions as economic mentalities and
market development the book also presents innovative
approaches to the quantitative study of large corpora of
ancient documents the resulting view of the ancient
economy is much more variegated and dynamic than
traditional ïprimitivistÍ views would allow the volume covers
the following topics babylonian house size data as an index
of urban living standards the old babylonian archives as a
source for economic history middle bronze age long distance
trade in anatolia long term economic development in
babylonia from the 7th to the 4th century bc legal
institutions and agrarian change in the roman empire
papyrological evidence for water lifting technology money
circulation and monetization in late antique egypt the
application of social network analysis to babylonian
cuneiform archives price trends in the ancient near east and
mediterranean in the hellenistic and roman periods as well
as the effects of locust plagues on prices



Papers on the Eastern and Northern
Extensions of the Guld Stream
2023-04-12
reprint of the original first published in 1871 the publishing
house anatiposi publishes historical books as reprints due to
their age these books may have missing pages or inferior
quality our aim is to preserve these books and make them
available to the public so that they do not get lost

Crafts and Craftsmen in Pre-colonial
Eastern India 2021-11-29
this book presents a comprehensive socio cultural history of
crafts and crafts persons in pre colonial eastern india it
focuses on the technology of crafts as being integral to the
traditional lives of the crafts persons and explores their
cultural and social world it offers an in depth analysis of the
complexities of craft technologies in the three sectors of
cotton textile sericulture and silk textile and mining and
metallurgy in the regions of bihar and jharkhand in eastern
india in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries apart from
technology the book discusses a range of socio economic
themes including craft production systems marketing and
financing patterns impact of contact with the world market
craft persons identities in terms of caste affiliations and
group divisions negotiations for upward caste mobility
contestations and dissent of lower castes power and social
stratification functioning of caste panchayats gender division



of craft labour myths beliefs and religiosity attributed to craft
usages social and ritual traditions and contemporary craft
traditions rich in archival and diverse sources including oral
traditions paintings and findings from extensive field visits
and interactions with crafts persons this book will be an
essential read for scholars and researchers of crafts
medieval indian history social history sociology and social
anthropology economic history cultural history science and
technology studies and south asian studies it will also
interest government and non governmental organisations
textile historians craft and design specialists contemporary
craft industrial sector and museums

Baseball on Maryland's Eastern
Shore, 1866-1950 2023-10-06
by 1900 maryland s eastern shore along the western side of
the delmarva peninsula was acknowledged in the national
press as a hotbed of baseball activity by the 1920s the game
was fully ingrained into local community life central to the
summer social season among the towns and villages that
measured their worth by the quality of their teams providing
fresh insight into early 20th century baseball at its grassroots
this book explores the chesapeake bay region as a case
study for the enthusiasm and hubris the game brought to
rural american life in context with national trends and
influences



The Soviet Takeover of the Polish
Eastern Provinces, 1939–41
1991-06-25
the memory of past atrocity lingers like a ghost at the table
of democracy injustices carried out in the past from
massacres and murder to repression and detention embitter
societies and distort their structures so that the process of
establishing and running a democracy carries an extra
burden this volume examines societies at various stages of
dealing with the memory of the past from china mongolia
indonesia and the baltic states where bitter memories of
death and persecution still intrude to finland where the civil
war of 1918 has finally been accepted as a distant national
tragedy

Historical Injustice and Democratic
Transition in Eastern Asia and
Northern Europe 2003-08-29
in the english language world war i has largely been
analysed and understood through the lens of the western
front this book addresses this imbalance by examining the
war in eastern and central europe the historiography of the
war in the west has increasingly focused on the experience
of ordinary soldiers and civilians the relationships between
them and the impact of war at the time and subsequently
this book takes up these themes and engaging with the
approaches and conclusions of historians of the western front



examines wartime experiences and the memory of war in the
east analysing soldiers letters and diaries to discover the
nature and impact of displacement and refugee status on
memory this volume offers a basis for comparison between
experiences in these two areas it also provides material for
intra regional comparisons that are still missing from the
current research was the war in the east wholly other were
soldiers in this region as alienated as those in the west did
they see themselves as citizens and was there continuity
between their pre war or civilian and military identities and if
in the eastern context these identities were fundamentally
challenged was it the experience of war itself or its
consequences in the shape of imprisonment and
displacement and changing borders that mattered most how
did soldiers and citizens in this region experience and react
to the traumas and upheavals of war and with what
consequences for the post war era in seeking to answer
these questions and others this volume significantly adds to
our understanding of world war i as experienced in central
and eastern europe

World War I in Central and Eastern
Europe 2018-07-30
despite the luftwaffe being ordered to destroy millions of
aerial photos in 1945 the allies found no less than twenty
tons of photos in eleven locations including a hoard in a
bavarian barn these together with vast numbers of
photographs taken by german soldiers used for intelligence
analysis were put into classified allied intelligence files at a



time when usaaf and raf imagery was being destroyed
covering iron curtain countries they were valuable for
cartography and target intelligence during the cold war the
captured german imagery called gx in this book show what
the german army knew about the soviet union before and
during operation barbarossa examples show eastern front
landforms key cities such as stalingrad moscow sevastopol
leningrad and factories they are accompanied by helpful
comments from a skilled photo interpreter this unique and
diverse collection some taken from 28 000 feet overhead
others taken by soldiers on the ground reveal the war on the
eastern front as it has never been seen before

Intelligence Images from the
Eastern Front 2016-11-30
this english translation of the original russian work is thought
provoking challenging the official version of what happened
during world war ii firetrench the memory of the second
world war on the eastern front still referred to in modern
russia as the great patriotic war is an essential element of
russian identity and history as alive today as it was in stalin s
time it is represented as a defining episode a positive
historical myth that sustains the russian national idea and
unites the majority of russian citizens as a result as boris
sokolov shows in this powerful and thought provoking study
the heroic and tragic side of the war is highlighted while the
dark side the incompetent negligent and even criminal way
the war was run is overlooked although almost eighty years
have passed since the defeat of nazi germany he



demonstrates that many of the fabrications put forward
during the war and immediately afterwards persist into the
present day in a sequence of incisive chapters he uncovers
the truth about famous wartime episodes that have been
consistently misrepresented his bold reinterpretation should
go some way towards dispelling the enduring myths about
the great patriotic war it is necessary reading for anyone
who is keen to understand how it continues to be distorted in
russia today

Myths and Legends of the Eastern
Front 2020-01-19
drawing on newly accessible archives as well as memoirs and
other sources this biographical dictionary documents the
lives of some two thousand notable figures in twentieth
century central and eastern europe a unique compendium of
information that is not currently available in any other single
resource the dictionary provides concise profiles of the
region s most important historical and cultural actors from
ivo andric to king zog coverage includes albania belarus the
czech and slovak republics hungary estonia latvia lithuania
poland romania and moldova ukraine and the countries that
made up yugoslavia

Biographical Dictionary of Central
and Eastern Europe in the



Twentieth Century 2016-07-08
coming at a time of enormous transformations in the one
time communist bloc this volume provides a much needed
perspective on the significance of church state relations in
the renaissance of civil society in the region the essays
collected here accentuate the peculiarly political character of
protestantism within communist systems with few
identifiable leaders a multiplicity of denominations and a
tendency away from hierarchical structures the protestant
churches presents a remarkably diverse pattern of church
state relations consequently the longtime coexistence of
protestantism and communism in eastern europe and the
former soviet union affords numerous examples of political
accommodation and theological adaption that both reflect
and foreshadow the dramatic changes of the 1990s based on
extensive field research including interviews with notable
figures in the protestant churches in the region the essays in
this volume address broad topics such as the church s
involvment in environmentalism pacifism and other dissident
movements as well as issues particular to russia poland
czechoslovakia east germany 1949 1989 hungary yugoslavia
1945 1991 bulgaria and romania the final volume in the
three volume work christianity under stress protestantism
and politics in eastern europe and russia will prove
invaluable to anyone hoping to understand not only the
workings of religion under communism but the historical and
contemporary interactions of church and state in general
contributors paul bock lawrence klippenstein paul mojzes
earl a pope joseph pungur sabrina petra ramet walter
sawatsky n gerald shenk gerd stricker sape a zylstra



Protestantism and Politics in
Eastern Europe and Russia 1992
practitioners and academics dealing with the middle east can
turn to the yearbook of islamic and middle eastern law for an
instant source of information on the developments over an
entire year in the region the yearbook covers islamic and non
islamic legal subjects including the laws themselves of some
twenty arab and other islamic countries the publication s
practical features include articles on current topics country
surveys reflecting important new legislation and
amendments to existing legislation per country the text of a
selection of documents and important court cases a notes
and news section and book reviews

Proceedings of the ... Eastern
Wildlife Damage Control Conference
2002
this book discusses the diverse practices and discourses of
memory politics in russia and eastern europe it argues that
currently prevailing conservativism has a long tradition
which continued even in communist times and is different to
conservatism in the west which can accommodate other
viewpoints within liberal democratic systems it considers
how important history is for conservatism and how history is
reconstituted according to changing circumstances it goes on
to examine in detail values which are key to conservatism
such as patriotism christianity and religious life and the



traditional model of the family the importance of the
sovereign national state within globalization and the
emphasis on a strong paternal state featuring hierarchy
authority and political continuity the book concludes by
analysing how far states in the region are experiencing a
common trend and whether different countries conservative
narratives are reinforcing each other or are colliding

Yearbook Islamic Middle Eastern
1996-02-14
this book is designed as a modest contribution to the
ongoing deliberations about how to ease the fairly tight
constraints on the external payments of many countries of
the eastern part of europe in the first instance this inquiry is
addressed to those that have embarked on wide ranging
systemwide reforms external constraints have been
markedly hampering the introduction of market oriented
economic mutations thereby raising the cost of transition far
above levels expected at the outset of the present wave of
uniquely restructuring the countries involved i explore here
several angles of this discussion but three stand out one is
the disintegration of the postwar framework for economic
cooperation in that part of the world another is the disarray
brought about by incisive economic transformations in the
area finally various national regional and international
interest groups are at work there hoping to mold somehow
the drift of the reform or at least key components thereof in
their own image in the process it is often forgotten as ralf
dahrendorf 1990 p 41 so pointedly remarked that a ll



systems mean serfdom including the natural system of a
total market order in which no one tries to do anything other
than guard certain rules of the game discovered by a
mysterious sect of economic advisers

England's Quest of Eastern Trade
1998
a book for those interested in conrad s life and work and or
literary detection convincingly performed professor sherry
establishes how well conrad knew the east and how the
original material he garnered there was supplemented from
other sources he also shows what conrad made of his
experiences thus revealing clearly what the artist s own
contribution was

Winston-Salem Northern Beltway
(Eastern Section), from US 52 North
of Winston-Salem to US 421/I-40
Business East of Winston-Salem,
Forsyth County 2007
this book explores the exportation and application of
european union legislation beyond eu borders it clarifies the
means and instruments of the voluntary application of the eu
s norms by third countries and analyses in detail the process
of legislative approximation between the eu and its east
european neighbours it also assesses the extent to which the



eu is successful in promoting its legal standards abroad the
first part of the book addresses the eu s mechanisms and
instruments promoting the export of its own laws and
practices to other countries key issues include the post
lisbon constitutional basis for the eu s engagement with its
eastern neighbours art 8 teu the different methods of acquis
export and the impact of a new generation of association
agreements providing for the establishment of deep and
comprehensive free trade areas dcftas and ultimately a
neighbourhood economic community nec between the eu
and its eastern partners the second part of the book includes
substantive country reports that analyse the process of
legislative approximation and application of eu law in the
eastern partnership countries and russia authored by leading
academics from the countries concerned while currently
these countries are not working towards full eu membership
the eu encourages them to approximate and converge their
legislation with the eu acquis the book also offers a unique
picture of current practice of the application of eu law by
judiciaries in the countries of the eastern partnership and
russia the book concludes with reflections on the multi
faceted character of legislative approximation and the
challenges surrounding the application of eu law in the eu s
eastern neighbourhood the conclusions reached are highly
informative as to the effectiveness of present and future eu
external regional policies aimed at the promotion of eu
common values and eu legislation into the legal orders of
third countries



Conservatism and Memory Politics
in Russia and Eastern Europe
2021-12-13
a comprehensive survey of the law of the ancient near east
by a team of specialist scholars this volume allows non
specialists access to the world s earliest known legal systems

Integrating Eastern Europe into the
Global Economy: 2012-12-06
with the aid of over 300 black and white and colour
photographs complemented by full colour maps the eastern
front provides a detailed guide to the background and
conduct of the conflict on the eastern front up to and
including the russian civil war and the russo polish war

Conrad's Eastern World 1966
western enterprise in far eastern economic development
charts the activities of western firms in china and japan from
the middle of the nineteenth century when those countries
were opened to foreign trade until recently the organization
of the western business undertakings the types of firms
concerned and relations between the westerners and the
japanese and chinese economies are all discussed among
the economic activities covered are merchant banking
finance manufacturing mining shipping and domestic
transport a dominant theme is the contrast presented by



china and japan in their response to western enterprise

Legislative Approximation and
Application of EU Law in the Eastern
Neighbourhood of the European
Union 2014-02-24
regulatory reforms in the eu s eastern neighbourhood
countries are not as sluggish as often perceived rule
enforcement is happening despite the presence of domestic
veto players who favour the status quo the lack of eu
membership perspective and the presence of russia as an
alternative governance provider using ukraine as a primary
case study this book examines why convergence with
transnational market rules varies across different policy
sectors within the eastern neighbourhood countries it
analyzes the drivers of regulatory change and explores the
conditions under which post soviet economies integrate with
international markets in doing so it argues that the impetus
for regulatory change in the eastern neighbourhood lies in
specific strategies of domestic empowerment applied by
external actors furthermore through the study of the impact
of western and russian transnational actors the book
concludes that russia s presence does not necessarily hinder
the integration of the eu s eastern neighbours with
international markets instead russia both weakens and
strengthens domestic support for convergence with
transnational market rules in the region this book will be of
key interest to students and scholars of european eu studies



and international relations especially in the areas of
regulatory politics transnational governance public policy
and post soviet transitions

Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission Reports 2003-08-01
expertly contextualized by two leading historians in the field
this unique collection offers 13 accounts of individual
experiences of world war ii from across europe it sees
contributors describe their recent ancestors experiences
ranging from a royal air force pilot captured in yugoslavia
and a spanish communist in the french resistance to two
young jewish girls caught in the siege of leningrad
contributors draw upon a variety of sources such as
contemporary diaries and letters unpublished postwar
memoirs video footage as well as conversations in the family
setting these chapters attest to the enormous impact that
war stories of family members had on subsequent
generations the story of a father who survived nazi captivity
became a lesson in resilience for a daughter with personal
difficulties whereas the story of a grandfather who served
the nazis became a burden that divided the family at its
heart family histories of world war ii concerns human
experiences in supremely difficult times and their meaning
for subsequent generations

A History of Ancient Near Eastern



Law (2 vols) 2005
this is an impressive work that traces the relationship
between the soviet union and turkey on the one hand and
the soviet union and the turkish communist party on the
other from the consolidation of the communist regime in
moscow until its fall the book considers how soviet eastern
policy was formed how it changed over time what the soviet
leaders hoped to gain in turkey and what impact soviet
policy had on the development of the turkish communist
movement it is a valuable resource for students and scholars
with an interest in russian and soviet poltics and
international relations

Se Ancient Near Eastern Wld 2005
G6 2014-02-23
focusing on the policy of the hapsburg monarchy toward the
ottoman empire during the whole of the eighteenth century
karl a roider maintains that it was in the early part of that
century when austria first faced the twin problems of
ottoman decline and russian expansion into southeastern
europe originally published in 1982 the princeton legacy
library uses the latest print on demand technology to again
make available previously out of print books from the
distinguished backlist of princeton university press these
editions preserve the original texts of these important books
while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover
editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly
increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the



thousands of books published by princeton university press
since its founding in 1905

The Eastern Front 1914–1920
2013-11-05
following the german attack on the soviet union in 1941 the
german soviet non aggression pact was officially broken after
initial successes it quickly became clear that the enemy
could not be defeated that easily as the unknown terrain and
extreme weather conditions continued to exacerbate the
problems lieutenant hohberg who had previously fought in
the french campaign had been sent to the east after
receiving his promotion having led his battery several times
he was now waiting in vain for tank support however the lack
of supplies not to mention the fire raids and air raids made
any further advance impossible and with the russian winter
approaching he knew that they would have to reach the
donets as soon as possible

Western Enterprise in Far Eastern
Economic Development 1976
this is the first comprehensive multidisciplinary and
multilingual bibliography on women and gender in east
central europe and the balkans vol 1 and the lands of the
former soviet union vol 2 over the past millennium the
coverage encompasses the relevant territories of the russian
hapsburg and ottoman empires germany and greece and the
jewish and roma diasporas topics range from legal status and



marital customs to economic participation and gender roles
plus unparalleled documentation of women writers and
artists and autobiographical works of all kinds the volumes
include approximately 30 000 bibliographic entries on works
published through the end of 2000 as well as web sites and
unpublished dissertations many of the individual entries are
annotated with brief descriptions of major works and the
tables of contents for collections and anthologies the entries
are cross referenced and each volume includes indexes

Climatological Data 1917
bringing together different strands of research on middle
eastern diasporas the routledge handbook on middle eastern
diasporas sheds light on diverse approaches to investigating
diaspora groups in different national contexts asking how
diasporans forge connections and means of belonging the
analyses provided turn the reader s gaze to the multiple
forms of belonging to both peoples and places rather than
seeing diasporans as marginalised groups of people longing
to return to a homeland analyses in this volume demonstrate
that middle east diasporans like other diasporas and citizens
alike are people who respond to major social change and
transformations those we count as middle eastern
diasporans both in the region and beyond contribute to
transnational social spaces and new forms of cultural
expressions chapters included cover how diasporas have
been formed the ways that diasporans make and remake
homes the expressive terrains where diasporas are
contested how class livelihoods and mobility inflect diasporic
practices the emergence of diasporic sensibilities and finally



scholarship that draws our attention to the plurilocality of
middle eastern diasporas offering a rich compilation of case
studies this book will appeal to students of middle eastern
studies international relations and sociology as well as being
of interest to policymakers government departments and
ngos

Great Britain and the East ...
2015-06-03
a study of the british royal navy s activities in the indian
ocean during world war ii led by admiral sir james somerville
the story of the british eastern fleet which operated in the
indian ocean against japan has rarely been told although it
was the largest fleet deployed by the royal navy prior to
1945 and played a vital part in the theatre it was sent to
protect it has no place in the popular consciousness of the
naval history of the second world war so charles stephenson
s deeply researched and absorbing narrative gives this
forgotten fleet the recognition it deserves british pre war
naval planning for the far east is part of the story as is the
disastrous loss of the battleship prince of wales and
battlecruiser repulse in 1941 but the body of the book
focuses on the new fleet commanded by admiral sir james
somerville and its operations against the japanese navy and
aircraft as well as japanese and german submarines later in
the war once the fleet had been reinforced with an american
aircraft carrier it was strong enough to take more aggressive
actions against the japanese and these are described in vivid
detail charles stephenson s authoritative study should appeal



to readers who have a special interest in the war with japan
in naval history more generally and royal navy in particular
praise forthe eastern fleet and the indian ocean 1942 1944
this meticulously researched outstandingly clear well written
and absorbing account is long overdue and will most likely
become a standard work the text is most helpfully supported
by over 80 pages of detailed end notes referenced to each
chapter and a detailed index this is not only a book for naval
historians but also for anyone with an interest in the war in
the indian ocean region highly recommended military
historical society i enjoyed this book it gives us an account of
an often neglected part of the war at sea and of the
achievements of admiral somerville who kept his fleet intact
in the face of a potentially overwhelming opponent then was
willing to acknowledge that his fleet needed to improve
massively before it could take on the japanese dr john
rickard author and webmaster of the military history
encyclopedia on the

Transnationalization and Regulatory
Change in the EU's Eastern
Neighbourhood 2021-10-07
this book is the first to deal with the impact on the jews of
the area of the sovietization of eastern poland polish
resentment at alleged jewish collaboration with the soviets
between 1939 and 1941 affected the development of polish
jewish relations under nazi rule and in the ussr the role of
these conflicts both in the anders army and in the communist
led kosciuszko division and 1st polish army is investigated as



well as the part played by jews in the communist dominated
regime in poland after 1944

Family Histories of World War II
2006-11-22
this study of the independent life of society dissent in central
and eastern europe examines the forms of independent
activity at work today included are autonomous family life
religion and nationalism the second economy samizdat
communications the second culture and social deviance

Soviet Eastern Policy and Turkey,
1920-1991 2014-07-14
this volume originally published in 1987 fills a gap in a
neglected area looking at the entire war in the mediterrean
the volume examines the war from the viewpoint of all the
important participants making full use of archives and
manuscript collections in britain france italy germany austria
and the united states a fascinating mosaic of campaigns
emerges in the adriatic straits of otranto and the eastern
aegean the german assistance to the tribes of libya the
threat that germany would get her hands on the russian
black sea fleet and use it in the mediterreanean and the
appearance and influence of the americans in 1918 all took
place against a background of rivalry between the allies
which frustrated the appointment of jellicoe in 1918 as
supreme command at sea in a role similar to that of foch on
land



Austria's Eastern Question,
1700-1790 2024-05-30
a comprehensive analysis of the progress and problems of
post communist development attending to aspects of
transition in the region as a whole and to specific issues in
albania bulgaria the czech and slovak republics east
germany hungary poland rumania and yugoslavia goldman
political science northeastern u diagrams the commonalities
of development and the diversity of the various countries
rejection of communism setting forth the difficulties in
moving from communist monolithic authoritarianism to
pluralistic democracy coping with threats to progress and
stability and the international implications of these
transitions paper edition 758 5 32 95 annotation copyrighted
by book news inc portland or

A German Soldier on the Eastern
Front 2015-03-26

Women and Gender in Central and
Eastern Europe, Russia, and Eurasia
2022-08-08



Routledge Handbook on Middle
Eastern Diasporas 2022-04-06

The Eastern Fleet and the Indian
Ocean, 1942–1944 1991-12-02

Jews in Eastern Poland and the
USSR, 1939-46 1989-06-18

Samizdat and an Independent
Society in Central and Eastern
Europe 2015-10-05

The Naval War in the Mediterranean
1997-01-15

Revolution and Change in Central
and Eastern Europe
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